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Abstract. RSVP KeyboardTM is an EEG based letter-by-letter typing system specifically designed for people with
locked-in-syndrome (LIS). It uses rapid serial visual presentation of symbols and classification of event
relatedpotentials with the aid of a language model. We designed various adaptive symbol presentation methods for
each sequence of visual stimuli and compared the efficacy of these methods using estimated task completion
accuracy and speed with rigorous modeling and Monte Carlo simulations, based on EEG data collected for
calibration purposes.
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1. Introduction
Brain computer interfaces (BCI) have been designed to assist people with severe motor disabilities or locked-in
syndrome with communication and control when motor control is not possible. Practicality of noninvasive portable
acquisition systems, like electroencephalography (EEG), further attracted the researchers to BCI systems. Existing
noninvasive BCIs for typing use many repetitions of stimuli to increase accuracy at the cost of speed [Pfurtscheller
et al., 2000; Krusienski et al., 2008]. However, speed is also crucial aspect of peer-to-peer communication.
To develop a system that achieves high accuracy and speed simultaneously, in our previous work we have
demonstrated rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) in conjunction with language models (RSVP KeyboardTM) in
order to assist letter selection during the brain-typing process. RSVP relies on temporal rather than spatial separation
of stimuli, and EEG responses for the visual stimuli are classified using regularized discriminant analysis applied to
stimulus-onset-locked temporal features from all channels. Fusion of language and EEG evidence is achieved using
a probabilistic framework, assuming that these are conditionally independent given class labels [Orhan et al., 2012].
Currently, RSVP KeyboardTM presents random permutations of the 26 letters in English alphabet, a space
symbol and a backspace symbol (we call this set a sequence). If repetition is needed, all symbols are repeated
multiple times (maximum number of repetitions is bounded) to improve classification accuracy until a desired
confidence level is reached [Orhan et al., 2012]. However, using all 28 symbols in a sequence might not be
necessary for a specific target symbol to be selected successfully. Depending on the context, some symbols might be
highly unlikely to be chosen. Therefore, an adaptive symbol presentation method based on the evidence provided by
EEG and language model (LM) might decrease the number of symbols in a sequence and the total symbol selection
time. In this study, to further increase the typing accuracy and communication speed, we investigate different
sequence selection methods, demonstrating their typing performances using Monte Carlo simulations on prerecorded
EEG data.

2. Methods
In RSVP KeyboardTM, the user is assumed to show positive intent exactly for all occurrences of one symbol per
epoch (section in which user attempts to select a target symbol for typing). Each epoch contains a set of sequences,
currently containing all 28 symbols. In this study, using Monte Carlo simulations on multiple pre-recorded
calibration data with different performance (different area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
(AUC) values), and changing the number of symbols in a sequence (NT) and maximum number of sequences in an
epoch (NMAX), we propose to compare the typing performance of three different subset selection methods. We select
ten different sentences and aim to spell a phrase in each sentence (called the copy phrase task). Task difficulty is
determined by requiring each letter of the target phrase to have a likelihood ratio against the highest competing nontarget letter within a specified interval: (1) Hard: (0.3, 0.5], (2) Very hard: (0, 0.3].
We employ a 6-gram character-based LM that is trained using a one-million sentence sample of the New York
Times portion of the English Gigaword corpus. We apply our simulation model to the copy phrase task and report
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the estimated performance in terms of average time to complete the whole task (Test), and probability of successful
phrase completion (Pest). In other words, Pest represents the typing accuracy and Test represents the typing duration.
We use the target and non-target EEG responses from the calibration data and perform kernel density estimation
with cross validation on the features extracted from these raw responses. During simulation, we draw samples from
these densities to obtain simulated EEG evidence for target and non-target symbols. The EEG evidence is fused with
the LM to compute the posterior probabilities used for decision making. Simulations, utilizing the EEG responses to
the RSVP paradigm from participants, are a close representation of the typing performance.
Three subset selection methods we compare here are as follows: Method 1 (M1) uses the full set (28 symbols);
Method 2 (M2) displays a k-element subset of the alphabet having the highest posterior probabilities after fusion
with EEG evidence at the end of each sequence; Method 3 (M3) displays a k-element subset with the highest
probabilities, while giving priority to symbols with fewer number of repetitions, for instance, for NT = 7 after 4
sequences every symbol will be shown exactly one time.

3. Results
Using 100 Monte Carlo simulations and calibration data with AUC = 0.7662 and 0.8330, respectively, we obtain
the results summarized for analysis in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Performance analysis results for three different symbol selection methods for two different accuracy levels.

4. Discussion
The current version of RSVP KeyboardTM operates using method 1 with NMAX = 4. We first observe that a
simple change in our current system by changing the NMAX from 4 to 8 or 16 does not increase the estimated total
task duration, but increases the accuracy drastically. Secondly, we demonstrate that the second method has the best
typing performance among the three. To see this from Fig. 1, if we compare the (M2, NMAX = 8 or 16) with (M1,
NMAX = 4 or 8), we observe that M2 improves both speed and accuracy. A similar comparison between M1 and M3
illustrates that M3 performs similar to M1 and may not be the best symbol presentation option. In our future work,
we will develop symbol presentation methods relying on sequential dynamic state space models and provide a more
quantitative analysis of adaptive symbol selection methods to increase speed without sacrificing accuracy.
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